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ABSTRACT

Categories and Subject Descriptors

Modern information systems produce tremendous amounts
of event data. The area of process mining deals with extracting knowledge from this data. Real-life processes can
be effectively discovered, analyzed and optimized with the
help of mature process mining techniques. There is a variety
of process mining case studies and experience reports from
such business areas as healthcare, public, transportation and
education. Although nowadays, these techniques are mostly
used for discovering business processes.
However, process mining can be applied to software too.
In the area of software design and development, process
models and user interface workflows underlie the functional
specification of almost every substantial software system.
When the system is utilized, user interaction with the system
can be recorded in event logs. After applying process mining
methods to logs, we can derive process and user interface flow
models. These models provide insights regarding the real
usage of the software and can enable usability improvements
and software redesign.
In this industrial paper we present several process mining
examples of different productive software systems used in the
touristic domain. With the help of these examples we demonstrate that process mining enables new forms of software
analysis. The user interaction with almost every software
system can be mined in order to improve the software and
to monitor and measure its real usage.

H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: General; D.2.8
[Software Engineering]: Metrics—process metrics
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Information systems from different business areas, such as
healthcare, public, transport and education, produce tremendous amounts of event data. Process mining provides mature
theoretical and practical foundations for discovering processes from different kinds of event data [27, 28]. The core
idea of process mining is to start from real event data and
to use these to derive process models. There are numerous
examples of successful applications of process mining in Business Process Management (BPM), but the adoption in other
domains is lagging behind.
Big software projects and programs influence significantly
the way companies work. IT architectural changes and improvements can be introduced only when the business processes are properly analyzed and structured. From a software
engineer’s point of view, business process design is a fundamental part of almost every enterprise architectural concept
and of the functional specification of almost every information system [8, 4]. Even for building the graphical user
interface (GUI), architects and requirement engineers often
start with designing the user workflows (screenflows) – GUI
storyboards [24, 11, 26]. These storyboards specify how the
system should be used from the end-user perspective.
In this paper we focus on the user workflows. The idea
of user behavior analysis at runtime is not new, e.g., it is
especially widely adopted in the web domain. Well-known

instruments as Google Analytics and Piwik are effectively
used in many companies working in the e-commerce area.
However, “smart” analysis of the user behavior and of the
user workflows continues to be a challenging problem. Since
usability and user acceptance are complicated issues in almost
every innovative software project, foundational research and
robust tools dealing with user behavior analysis are definitely
needed.
In this paper we present the area of software process mining,
which deals with applying process mining to the software
analysis and especially to the user behavior analysis. We
outline two experience reports based on the software systems
used in the touristic domain: one big European customer
reservation system and one ticket reservation system widely
used in Russia1 . There are a lot of similarities between these
projects: stakeholders in both projects wanted to discover
and monitor the real usage of the systems for improving the
design and development. Moreover, similar use cases are
available for a wide range of running software systems from
different business areas. Therefore, our hypothesis is that
process mining can be successfully applied to the domain of
software user interface design, usability and runtime analysis
of software systems.
This is an industrial paper and the usage of process mining
was initiated due to the needs of the two projects. Thus, we
start directly with experience reports in the next section.

2.

EXPERIENCE REPORT

In this Section, we present two process mining case studies,
which deal with the analysis of complex touristic ticket reservation systems. The architecture, the size and the market
segments of these systems are different, but similar methods
were applied and similar analysis results were obtained.

2.1

Mining Computer Reservation System

In the first case study, we deal with a big European touristic
system. This system belongs to a wide class of Computer
Reservation Systems. The system is rolled out in Europe in
more than 10000 travel agencies. The backend of the system
contains the business logic and provides booking services
to different types of client applications. Most of the travel
agencies use text-based clients for expert users to access the
backend.
The communication with the backend is carried out through
a special touristic protocol called TOMA, which is widely accepted in the industry. TOMA is standardized and perfectly
documented [1]. The initial versions of the protocol were
built in the 80’s and used ever since. The main advantage
for our research is that every message of the protocol exactly
specifies the user behavior and the user input data. The
start and the end of the interaction with the system are also
defined. Thus, we have a perfect precondition for identifying
the business cases (process instances) and the user activities.
One important component of the backend is a special “inbound adapter”, which intercepts all the calls to the backend
and logs the data. These logs are normally used for software debugging and testing – producing such logs is common
practice in the industry. So, our initial idea was to extend
1
The European project was done by Dr. Rubin IT Consulting
in collaboration with msg systems AG (Frankfurt am Main,
Germany). The Russian project was done by the members
of PAIS Lab (Moscow, Russia).

these logs with the details of the TOMA messages. It is useful both for developing and testing the system components,
which deal with TOMA, and for enabling process mining and
behavior analysis.

2.1.1

Event log

A fragment of an event log is shown in Table 1. Every
log entry contains an id of the case, an activity name, a
timestamp, a user id, a booking code and a notification.
An activity name encodes the type of message, the user
activity and the screen, e.g. “T1-HF-H:TES” means that
T1 message (initial process start message) was sent to the
system, the user activity was “HF-H” – search for available
hotels and the screen “TES” (entry screen) was shown. The
booking code identifies the location, e.g. “BER” means Berlin,
Germany. And the notification depicts the system message,
which was sent to the user, e.g. “998” is a string message
of a variable length. Request messages start with “T” and
response messages start with “M”. Every case starts with
“T1” message and finishes with the “M52” message. Thus,
in the example in Table 1 we show two cases: “Case 16” is
search for available hotels in Berlin and “Case 17” – reserve
double room in a concrete hotel in Berlin.
With the help of the inbound adapter, we collected the logs
for each day, when the system was tested (acceptance tests)
or productively used. We used the tool Disco (Fluxicon)
for process mining and model analysis. Disco was chosen
because of its usability, fidelity, reliability and performance
when dealing with big logs. The core of Disco is based on
the fuzzy mining algorithm [10]. The strength of the fuzzy
miner is the seamless process simplification and highlighting
of frequent activities. A Disco screenshot with the model for
one working day is shown in Fig. 1. The size of the log in CVS
format is 300 KB. The log contains 1122 cases, 4526 events
and 79 activities. Each case represents a complete process
containing one or several system requests like search, book,
payment, etc. The nodes of the graph represent the activities
and the arcs – the order of their execution. The numbers at
the nodes show activity frequencies and the numbers at the
arcs – frequencies of corresponding connections (execution
paths).

Figure 1: Disco Screenshot with a Fuzzy model

Even for one day (normally covering a subset of possible
behavior) a model looks rather complicated. Thus, we used
the benefits of Fuzzy mining for adjusting the level of details

Case ID
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case
Case

16
16
16
16
17
17

Activity

Timestamp

T1-HF-H:TES
M55Type010Rsp-034
T3-HF-H:HH004
M52Rsp
T1-BA-H:TES
M52Rsp

2013-12-18
2013-12-18
2013-12-18
2013-12-18
2013-12-18
2013-12-18

08:36:00:570
08:36:04:717
08:36:09:337
08:36:09:337
08:36:12:155
08:36:18:397

User
C05
C05
C05
C05
C05
C05

Booking
Code
BER

Notification
998

BER
998
BER45010 DH
712

Table 1: Touristic protocol log

and also applied filtering in order to better perceive the process model. We consider these mechanisms to be absolutely
essential for practical process mining. Further, we focus on
one day of acceptance tests (pre-production phase).

2.1.2

Frequency and negative behavior

With the help of frequency-based adjustment of detail level,
we easily identified the most frequent activities, see Fig. 2.
In the model, we see that activities such as “T1-AI” (get
information about travel agency), “T1-D” (get reservation)
and “T1-BA-H” (reserve hotel) were executed often.

Figure 2: Frequency-based process model

Figure 3: Cases having message “M51Rsp” as a response
contain failures

and emphasized that the models really reflected the tested
behavior. During the whole day, the testers had significant
problems with “get reservation” function, many of them were
disappointed and stopped their tests of this function. Developers confirmed that that particular release introduced new
changes to “get reservation” and some basic functionality was
broken. Since we had particular timestamps for the negative
cases, we aligned these timestamps with the software logs
(debugging and exceptions logs) and found out the exceptions thrown by the system. Then, we created bug issues
for the developer team. The process models were included
to the description of the bugs, which helped the developers
to reproduce and fix them. Moreover, such type of concrete
formal communication, when the behavior is visualized and
the bugs are formulated, helped the teams of testers and the
developers to understand each other better.

2.1.3
Sometimes, it is useful to highlight the negative behavior ; in
our example the paths which cause message “M51Rsp”(message
51 is a failure message) as a response contain failures. With
the help of filtering, we can focus on the cases which include
the message of this type. In Fig. 2, the transition between
“T1-D-:TES” and “M51Rsp” is frequent, it shows the situations when the user wanted to get a reservation and received
failures. From this part of the model, we understand that the
implementation of “get reservation” function is error-prone.
“T1-D” (get reservation) caused “’M51Rsp’ 1464 times. In
77% of all cases, the user had problems with representing
existing reservations.
Next, we switch to the cases and variants view, see Fig. 3.
Variants represent the types of cases with the same behavior.
In 65.86% of all negative cases, the user just wanted to get a
reservation, received an error and stopped his work.
The process models and particular cases were shown to
the team of acceptance testers and also to the team of developers. Both teams could easily understand the models

Positive behavior

For the same day of acceptance tests, we also excluded
all the cases with failures (message “M51”) and focused only
on the positive behavior. Such functions as “T1-G-F” (flight
search), “T1-BI” (booking information), “T1-BA-H” (reserve
hotel) and “T1-AI” (get agency information) worked properly
during the whole day.
This information was extremely useful for management,
since it depicted the stable functionality of the system. We
showed two things: the positive behavior and also the functionality which was tested by the test team. The managers
understood the widely used features and the testers received
an overview of their test cases. The missing test cases were
identified and for some types of behavior it was decided
(based on frequency) to make more thorough tests.

2.1.4

Typical Worfklow

For the designers and developers it is relevant to know
how the user works. It is helpful for reproducing the bugs,
writing tests and for learning the real system. Thus, we

filtered out all the response messages and just looked at
the requests typically sent by the user. In Fig. 4a we show
a performance view and in Fig. 4b – a frequency view on
the process. The arcs in Fig. 4a are labeled with median
duration between activities. Users use to start with “T1BA” (make pre-reservation) or “T1-D” (get reservation), then
they proceed with such activities as “T1-H-H” (search hotel)
or “T1-G-F” (search flight). It is interesting to see, that
sometimes users do not close the clients properly, for example
transition “T1-BA-H” – “T1-AI” took 3.4 hours because the
user left the application open for a long time.
These models were especially useful for the developers and
for the test automation team. Developers could learn how
the users actually work. For example, make a reservation,
then open it, search for further service (hotel or flight) in the
context of reservation, book it and repeat the whole process
again. Thus, saving the reservation object in the execution
context and caching was a logical technical decision made by
the developers based on the process mining results. The test
automation experts also understood the typical flows and
could improve their test scripts in order to check the real
behavior.

2.1.5

Statistics

Also, the statistical information derived from the logs
was extremely useful. Since our log (see Table 1) contained
information about booking codes, users and notifications, we
found out the most frequent travel directions, most active
users and most typical failure messages. For example, in
Fig. 5, we see that “FRA VNO” (Flight from Frankfurt to
Vilnius) was one of the most frequent routes.

Figure 5: Statistics about booking codes

It is important to note that not only the booking code and
the notification code can be included into the log, there are
plenty of different data attributes which could be relevant
for the analysis. For example, we could concentrate on the
organization aspect and deal with roles of the users and
information about travel agencies, or on the informational
aspect and booking and travel dates or customer data. The
process model and the statistics perfectly complement each
other: the model with frequencies and statistics enables
focusing on relevant things, statistics based on the model
better reveals the subject.
Thus, in this case study, with the help of process mining
we did the following:
• Visualized user behavior and discussed it with the
users and developers. Process models helped designers,
developers and testers to learn the typical way of work.
Moreover, the models could be regularly shown to the
management, which helped them to estimate the real
stability and readiness of the system.
• Monitored the acceptance tests. After focusing on
negative behavior, we regularly identified the problems
of the users even before they created bug issues for

them. Moreover, the user problems were aligned with
exceptions in the logs and the developers had a complete
view on the faulty behavior – from user to the business
logic.
• Identified the most typical and frequently used functions of the system. The developers and test teams
focused on implementing, testing and fixing the most
common and critical functionality.
At the end of this case study, it is worth mentioning that
not only described touristic system, but almost 200 tour
operators in Europe use the same protocol. Similar mining techniques can be easily transferred to these systems.
Such standard touristic processes as analysis of the preceding touristic season, future demand calculation and yield
management can benefit from process mining.

2.2

Mining Traveling Portal

In the second case study, we examine a popular Russian
traveling portal. In comparison to the previous case study,
this system is completely web-based and focused on e-trading.
Through the portal, users search and book their tickets.
Traveling directions are searched using different criteria like
origin, destination, date, class of service, etc. During the
sales process, the tickets are booked and than, in the aftersales process, payment is done. Like in the previous system,
the backend contains the business logic. But in this case,
the customers use the web interface for accessing the system.
The backend server (web and application servers) produces
the event logs, which serve as an input for process mining.
The touristic company constantly measures the effectiveness of the web portal usage with the help of “amount of
purchases per visitor” metric. At some point of time it was
noticed that the value began to decrease. It was obvious that
people were leaving the website and the company was loosing
the clients. Thus, it was decided to analyze the user behavior
in order to improve the functionality of the portal. It motivated the company to use the process mining techniques for
this analysis.

2.2.1

Event log

A fragment of the event log is shown in Table 2. A log
entry contains a session id, an activity, a user id and a
timestamp. The session id is used as a case id for process
mining. An activity consists of an object and an action,
e.g. “WINDOW/LOAD” means that the object “WINDOW”
was loaded. Generally the log contains also additional attributes like url, browser version, order status, etc. All these
attributes are relevant for statistical analysis and filtering,
but for process mining we initially used only the attributes
shown in the table.
This time we used the process mining toolkit ProM [29].
ProM contains more than 600 plugins and facilitates selection
of appropriate mining and analysis techniques. For this case
study, we used both fuzzy and heuristic miners. Heuristic
miner [30] is a mining approach, which produces Heuristic
nets and deals finely with noise and less structured models.
A ProM screenshot with the results of process mining for
a one month period is shown in Fig. 6. The log contained
11087 cases, 81872 events and 50 activities.

2.2.2

Frequency

(a) Performance view

(b) Frequency view

Figure 4: Models of typical user behavior
Session ID
4654514
4654514
4654514
4654514
4654514

Activity
WINDOW-LOAD
PROFILE-CHECK
ACCEPT-CHECK
CONFIRM SUBMIT-CLICK
WINDOW-UNLOAD

User
6767
6767
6767
6767
6767

Timestamp
2013.09.24 19:36:48.000
2013.09.24 19:36:49.000
2013.09.24 19:36:49.000
2013.09.24 19:36:49.000
2013.09.24 19:36:49.000

Table 2: Web portal log

Figure 13. A fragment of the heuristic net for the filtered event log

Figure 7: Model fragment of a filtered log
Figure 6: Screenshot showing a heuristic model discovered
by ProM

Our goal was to identify the frequent scenarios characterizing the cases where users left the website without finishing
the booking process. So, we filtered out the cases with order status “finalized” (booking was completed) and also the
cases containing only opening and closing events from the
log. Then we focused on the events preceding the “WINDOW/UNLOAD” event. A fragment of this model is shown
in Fig. 7.
With the help of statistical analysis, we found out that
the most frequent events preceding leaving the portal were:
1. Payment method verification “PAYMETHOD-CLICK”:
43.14%,
2. Booking confirmation “CONFIRM SUBMIT-CLICK”:
38.29%,

3. Acceptance of fare conditions “ACCEPT-CHECK”:
33.88%,
4. Removal of an insurance policy “INSURED PERSONUNCHECK”: 20.47%
We carefully analyzed all the paths listed above. For
example for the case (1), we found out that the user normally
pressed the selection of payment method multiple times,
before leaving the page. It was a clear sign of a misleading
software behavior.

2.2.3

Typical Workflow

Like in the previous case study, we were also interested in
a users typical way of work. The log was filtered, so that
only events existing in more than 44% of cases remained.
The Heuristic Net model is shown in Fig. 8. The users

normally started with entering the personal data and contact
information, proceeded with selecting the payment method
and submitting the data to the server.
It was interesting to notice that more than a half of all
the cases did not follow the normal scheme. After analysis
of different cases, we found that many exceptional cases
contained multiple clicks of the same buttons and duplicate
user actions. Developers were surprised about various system
usage scenarios, which were neither designed nor expected.
Our investigations on typical workflows and on the frequent
portal leaving were presented to the management and to the
development. Both sides were impressed by the deepness of
the analysis of their processes, which was achieved with the
help of process mining. On the basis of our analysis, we also
made research on improving the situation and formulated the
agenda. The agenda contained points such as (1) improving
the purchase scheme and reassessing the payment methods,
(2) changing the design of the offers page, (3) revising the
fare policy, etc.
So, in our case studies we focused on the touristic systems,
their functionality is transparent and easily understandable
to the readers. Both systems produce similar event logs as
input for process mining; in both systems managers and
developers were interested in visualization and analysis of
frequent positive/negative and typical behavior. However,
similar logs can be produced by different software systems
from various application domains. Independently of the
technology, whether it is a rich client application (first case
study) or a web portal (second case study), the GUI design
and usage principles are similar and, thus, similar event data
can be produced.

3.

PROCESS MINING IN THE SOFTWARE
ENVIRONMENT

In this Section, we generalize our experiences described
and argue that our findings apply to many other software
systems. Several pragmatic software practices, which are
helpful for integrating process mining in a generic software
environment are presented here.
The GUI of desktop and mobile software systems are built
using a variety of different client technologies. People distinguish between rich client (e.g., .NET WPF, Eclipse RCP,
Objective C applications) and thin client applications (e.g,
Google Andoid, JSF, HTML5 + Javascript). The communication between client and server can be done using HTTP
protocol directly like in case of Web or Web/REST Services
or using different remoting frameworks like RMI, IIOP, JMS,
which normally rely on the TCP/IP stack. A coarse view on
different types of client/server architectures is given in Fig. 9.
A rich client can communicate with the server directly or
using a proprietary protocol (an example of TOMA protocol
was given in Section 2.1), and a web client accesses the server
over http (an example was given in Section 2.2).
In order to apply software process mining, it is necessary
to produce the event logs. In case of a rich client with
proprietary protocol, like in our first case study, it is possible
to write the logs on the application server (see “Event Logs
(1)” in Fig. 9), since request messages contain the data about
the user behavior and the identity of the user. In case of
normal rich client, the server request does not reflect the user
behavior, furthermore, the client can contain its own business
logic and workflows. Thus, it is necessary to make logging

on the client side, see “Event Logs (2)”. Event logs from
different rich clients must be assigned a user identity and be
merged together in a combined log. In case of web client, the
user logic is distributed among browser, web and application
server. Depending on the particular technology it is possible
to produce logs on the server side or on the client side, see
“Event Logs (3)”. For example, in case of HTML5, the client
side containing powerful Javascript libraries can intercept all
the user events and call the logging service on the server side
(similar approach is used by Google Analytics).
The event log entries reflecting the user behavior have
similar structure:
[caseid, action, object, userid, timestamp]. The client session
id is normally taken as a case id, like in our second case
study in Section 2.2. The user actions are applied to some
widgets or dialogs (objects). For example: load window,
input address, click search button, etc. Therefore, action and
object together normally represent a user activity. User id
reflects the organizational aspect and timestamps are used
to analyze the performance aspect. As presented in the case
studies, additional attributes can be logged in order to reflect
informational, security, transactional, infrastructural and
other software aspects.
From the point of view of software architecture needed
for process mining, logging is normally seen as a separate
aspect, which should not be mixed with the business logic.
Thus, for all the cases listed above, event logging should be
implemented either as a separate aspect (in terms of aspectoriented programming) or using listeners (observer pattern)
for different GUI forms and widgets.
For broad industrial usage, it is useful to implement persistence and management of event logs as a separate service
with a separate storage. Every activity of the user produces
an event. Depending on particular client technology, listeners or aspects are notified, and separate service for storing
event data is called. Event log is stored separately and is
separated from the core of the software system. Therefore,
process mining can be seen as an independent service, see
Fig. 9. Thus, different user behavior events are sent to the
process mining service. The service formats, filters and normalizes the data and stores it into a separate process mining
database; relational, but also NOSQL databases can be used
here. The process mining core comprises a set of process
mining techniques and algorithms.
In both companies where we did the case studies, IT services departments used different application performance
monitoring and failure tracking tools. Almost all of these
tools were available as separate services deployed in the intranet cloud. Cloud services become more and more effective
and applicable nowadays [6]. Since, depending on the project,
different amounts of data and different computational performance is needed, it is worthwhile also to deploy process
mining service in a cloud as a SaaS (software as a service)
service. In this case, different projects get access to the
service without deploying and installing the mining software.
Moreover, cloud infrastructure, which provides scalability,
elasticity and dynamic resource provisioning, enables solving
process mining problems of an extremely high complexity.

4.

RELATED WORK

Process mining is a developed research field providing a set
of mature methods and techniques [27, 28]. For the process
mining introduction, the interested reader is also referred to

Figure 8: Typical workflow as a Heuristic net
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Figure 9: Overview of Software Architecture

the process mining website www.processmining.org. Process
mining was successfully applied in a set of business areas,
such as healthcare [16, 31, 21], insurance [25], auditing [12],
hardware test processes [22] and even vessel behavior [15]. In
this paper we present case studies from the other application
area – tourist industry.
In our research we look at user behavior analysis from a
software engineering perspective. Some preliminary research
in this area already exists. The ideas about using process
mining for detecting abnormal behavior in social networks
were described by Sahlabadi et al. [23]. An approach to
the analysis of farmers interaction with the decision support
systems was presented by Maruster et al [17].
Generally, a lot of contributions have been made in the area
of user behavior analysis and especially in web analytics [13]
und user activity tracking [3]. Such tools as Piwik [18] and
Google analytics [20] are widely used in this domain and
accepted both by the research and industrial communities.
Also a lot of work has been done in web usage mining [19,
7]. A separate domain here is mining search query logs [5].
The existing approaches normally use statistical and/or data
mining methods for analysis of user behavior in Web. Process
mining can be seen here as an important enhancement of
web analytics, which provides a holistic process view on the
behavior. Also the domain of software runtime analysis with
the help of model generation [14] and mining [2, 9] deals with
applying mining methods to software, however dealing not
with the user but with the runtime perspective.

5.

FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we used two industrial projects to demonstrate how process mining can be used for deriving and
analyzing the software user behavior. Our experiments were

done with the help of a commercial tool Disco and the opensource platform ProM. We generalized our experiences and
presented software process mining as a separate important
application domain. Our goal was to motivate the need for
foundational research in the area of software process mining and especially mining the software usage. Based on our
experiences we arrived to a conclusion that process mining
is an advanced technique which can be used for analyzing
the user behavior for almost every software system, without
focusing on a particular business domain.
In the future, from the point of view of industrial process
mining tools, it makes sense to see process mining as a “clever”
analysis and monitoring service. It is important to be able
to embed event tracking to the existing software systems and
to provide process mining in the cloud in order to achieve
scalability and elasticity. We also see an urgent need to
support the automated adjustment of the abstraction level
of logs and models and better support of intelligent filtering.
Practical event logs and models are huge and we have to be
able to do process mining for “big data” effectively.
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